The magnetic correlation function (! (r) of the Villain model 1s calculated by applying the dual trandormation to the discrete Gaussian (DG) model and by approximating it by the modified discrete Gaussian (mDG) model. (! (r) decays with a power law with an exponent r; below the critical temperature T,, which corresponds to the roughening point in the mDG modeL The susceptibility X is infinite below 7',. Above T,, g (r) decays exponentially with a magnetic correlation length ~N, which behaves similarly to the height correlation length ~ in mDG model: ln~N~(l-TJT)-' with the exponent j)c~l. The susceptibility x is proportional to ~}['cTJ, where the exponent r; takes the value 1/4 at 7',. The value r;(T,) =1'4 agrees with that by Kosterlitz or the experimental results, although the value v = l is different from v = 1/2 obtained by Kosterlitz.
where j +c) is the nearest neighbouring lattice site to the i-th site, the existence of a phase transition \vithout long-range order has been proposed by many au-
thors.l)~el
Recently by means of dual transformations,n.sl 2D planar spin systems have been found to be related ~with many other physical systems such as crystalvapour interface, 9 l~1 ' 1 Coulomb gas! 1~n . 101 ' 12 l, 131 ' 15 l~t 7 l harmonic rotator, 16 l sine-Gordon systems 91 ' 181~201 m two dimension, and one-dimensional Fermion system.m' 21 l. '" Among others, it is found that the planar spins, represented by { (S/, S?)} = {(cos 0;, sin Oi)} and interacting with each other through the Villain Hamiltonian 231 (2) are dual to an interface model \vith integer heights {n;} interacting through the 
The Villain Hamiltonian (2) is so defined as to preserve the 2rr-periodicity of the angle, which holds for the XY model (1) . That is, we have for these (4) It should further be noted that the interface temperature T or the dimensionless temperature K is inversely proportional to the magnetic temperature T:
The phase transition which takes place at the interface is called the roughenmg transition. At very low temperatures all the heights of the DG system are aligned to a certain level n in order to minimize the energy. Since the level n is arbitrary except for the integer restriction, the ground states are degenerate discretely but infinitely. If we apply an infinitesimal field g0 with an interaction energy -g0"f.:.n/, the sharp interface is localized at the level n = 0. The field g0, which breaks the degeneracy or symmetry of the ground states, is sometimes called a gravitational field. 24 J At very high temperatures T where the interaction !JCDG is negligibly small compared to T, each height ni becomes independent of the others.
In this case the height takes any desired value so that the fluctuation (n/) diverges, and therefore the interface is rough and delocalized. This phase transition from the sharp and localized interface to the rough and delocalized one is the roughening transition. Through the dual transformation mentioned before'J.sJ this roughening transition is related to the magnetic phase transition of the 2D planar spin systems.
However the integer restriction on heights in DG model makes it difficult to calculate the partition summation, and therefore we modify the DG model:
where the height variables {hJ are continuous. 6 J,7J,gJ,JaJ,14l,JoJ,JgJ, 2 oJ If y 0 =0, then the ground states are continuously degenerate (continuous Gaussian model), and it has already been shown that there is no phase transition. 9 J' 25 J Due to the periodic potential with positive y 0 , the modified discrete Gaussian (mDG) model (6) has the same ground states with the DG model, which are only discretely degenerate. The author has previously analyzed the mDG model (6) with a self-consistent approximation. 14 ' There are, on the other hand, 1nany studies of this mDG or similar models by means of the Kosterlitz renormalization group (RG) method,'),5J,n.JaJ and the critical behaviours are obtained for the 2D planar spin models as well as for the interface models.
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the critical behaviours of the magne- with temperature T, l represents the length of a step path running between the dislocations at r; and rh and equals unity when the site f sits on the left (right) of or above (below) the path and is zero otherwise. 'vVe approximate this step free energy of the DG system by that of the mDG system, i.e., we replace the height variable n 1 by /ih and average with the mDG Hamiltonian (G).
The DG or mDG model is expected to undergo a roughening phase transition at the roughening point KR: 9 J In the high temperature phase (K>KR) the crystalvapour interface becomes rough, whereas in the low temperature phase (K<J-.:R) it remains sharp. In the rough phase 1w activation energy is needed to stretch a step, or the step free energy per unit length fr of the infinitely long step of height p vanishes;w,~Gl the total step free energy FP is mainly determined by the contribution from the dislocations sitting at the both ends of the step, and is independent of the choice of the step path. On the other hand for the phase with sharp interface, the cyrstal-vapour interface needs finite .f~ to extend a step by a Since the mDG Hamiltonian (6) itself is too complex to calculate the thermodynamic quantities exactly, the self-consistent or the free energy minimization approximation has been used previously.w For the sake of clarity we give here a brief sketch of this method. The Hamiltonian (6) is approximated by the effective Hamil toni an (10) ·where hq is the Fourier transformed height variable. Their correlation G(q) 1s determined by means of the free energy minimum principle due to the inequality F= -ksT ln Tr exp{-!X"'n"/ksT} < -lcs 1' ln Tr exp {-c1Ce/ ks T} + <JJC"'nc;-,gee). (11) Here < · · ·) is the canonical average with effective Hamiltonian (10). After simple calculations it is found that G(q) takes the Ornstein-Zernike form for small wavevector q (12) and the mDG correlation length :; is determined from the self-consistent equation (13) Since on the r.h.s. of Eq. (11) Here G(r) is the height correlation in real space, ,vhich is Fourier-decomposed with the use of the lattice constant a as
Nq (16) and fvathdr means the path integration along the path from dislocation point r 1 to r;.
In deriving the third equality we have used the relation v'G (r) = Can _,G (r) -Kr) (r)' (17) which is derived from (12) . In the rough phase (K>KR), where ;-1 yanishes, the step free energy FP is independent of the path:
This magnetic correlation function.!] (r) is nothing but the usual spm wave result.31 \lYe have used a well-known asymptotic formn of G(O) -G(r) for s,=-1 =0:
K .
In the sharp phase (K <KR), .;:-1 remains finite and the height correlation function G (r) can be approximated asymptotically as
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and the step free energy per unit length J;, is obtained to be (22) Follmving the discussion given after Eqo (9), the shortest path with length = lri-ril is chosen to calculate the magnetic correlation function and the result IS gl\'en by (23) The magnetic correlation length ~31 differs from the mDG height correlation length ~ only by a small correction:
The magnetic susceptibility X is given by the linear response theory as for K>KR,
From this result (25) , the magnetic phase transition occurs also at KR = 2/i7o The critical exponent 7) (T) defined by (26) depends, in our calculation, on the temperature T which is inversely proportional to K as given in Eqo (5), but at Tc(K=KR=2/i7) its value 7(1',) =1/4 agrees with the result given by JKKNn or Kosterlitzo' 1 The essential difference of our result from theirs is that in the latter calculation the temperature dependence of the correlation length ; 31 behaves as (27) ·whereas 111 our calculation v turns out to be 1. in the free energy calculation, which was taken into account in the RG method.
At high temperatures T where ~ = oo, this correction term is calculated to be
The correction remams non-singular even at the transitiOn temperature K = KR = 2/n. For high temperatures T, on the other hand, the calculation 1s more complicated, but the dominant contribution is roughly estimated to be
Here we have used the fact that G (r) remains almost constant G (0) for small distance r<t;, and decays exponentially fast for large separation r>~-From Eq.
(29) it is clear that when we approach the transition temperature, the correction term becomes not negligible and we expect a crossover of the critical exponent from our mean field value to the renormalized one. By using the RG method this crossover of critical exponent was already discussed by Ohta and Kawasaki, although there is found some peculiar fact of two critical temperatures.m
The experimental results for a jump in the superfiuid density of He filmsw~2 9 > support the result r; (T.) = 1/4, although there is a discussion against the experimental situation. 30 > The high temperature series expansion of the two-dimensional XY modeJ3 1 > gives the correlation exponent l/rv0.75rv0.77, and Monte Carlo simulations32>.aa> are also consistent with r;=1/4 and l/rv0.5rv0.7. These values of v are somewhat larger than VRG = 1/2 and may be due to the crossover effect from our mean field value v = 1 to the renormalized value vRG = 1/2.
